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Abstract. We propose and demonstrate a common-path low-coherence interferometry (CP-LCI) fiber-optic sensor
guided precise microincision. The method tracks the target surface and compensates the tool-to-surface relative
motion with better than ± 5 μm resolution using a precision micromotor connected to the tool tip. A single-fiber
distance probe integrated microdissector was used to perform an accurate 100 μm incision into the surface of an
Intralipid phantom. The CP-LCI guided incision quality in terms of depth was evaluated afterwards using three-
dimensional Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography imaging, which showed significant improvement
of incision accuracy compared to free-hand-only operations. C©2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE).
[DOI: 10.1117/1.3622492]
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1 Introduction
Microsurgery requires constant attention to and compensation
for involuntary patient motion due to physiological processes
such as breathing and cardiac pulsation, as well as for the mo-
tion due to surgeon hand tremors.1 The resulting involuntary
distance changes between the surgical tool and surgical tis-
sue surface, although usually in the order of a few hundreds
of micrometers, may cause serious error due to the scale of
microsurgery.2 The “tool-tissue” relative motion is especially
critical in the case of surface microincision operations widely
performed in ophthalmic surgery where the fragile tissue’s axial
involuntary motion requires high dexterity and constant atten-
tion from experienced surgeons.3 To perform a precise microin-
cision task, several hand tremor and motion compensation sys-
tems have been developed based on complex mechanical mod-
ules including robotics and electromagnetic motion sensors,1, 4

which principally sense the hand tremor and then use microac-
tuators for active compensation. However, these systems lack
the direct sensing of the exact distance between the surgical tip
and surgical target, which eventually affects the quality of the
microincision. In our previous works, we have demonstrated a
proof-of-concept common-path optical coherence tomography
(CP-OCT)- based microsurgical intervention system capable of
target surface tracking and motion compensation,5 as well as
a CP-OCT guided precise fiber-optic nerve stimulator.6 CP-
OCT is based on the common-path low-coherence interferome-
try (CP-LCI) technology, where the reference signal is derived
from the partial back-reflection at the distal end surface of the
probe arm.7, 8 This permits the integration of a disposable probe
with arbitrary length. Moreover, CP-LCI methods can circum-
vent the issues of polarization and dispersion mismatching in
optic fibers, and are tolerant to vibration and other environmen-
tal perturbations.9–11
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In this work, based on the CP-LCI distance sensor, we stud-
ied the feasibility of extending our previous work toward a
practical, handheld microsurgical tool capable of motion com-
pensation and performing precise microincision. We postulate
that, compared to standard free-hand incisions, the CP-LCI
guided free-hand incision offers significant improvement in
depth accuracy and reduces collateral damage to the surrounding
tissues.

2 Schematic for CP-LCI Guided Microincision
The CP-LCI guided microincision set-up is schematically shown
as Fig. 1(a), a 90◦ cleaved single-fiber probe performs as a CP-
LCI distance sensor which is integrated to the microdissector.
Here, the main purpose of the CP-LCI sensor is to perform accu-
rate axial distance ranging, therefore, the degradation of lateral
resolution due to the diverging beam is not a major concern, as
in the case of imaging. Nevertheless, a microlens may be added
to the fiber tip to achieve better focusing. The distance between
the fiber tip and the surgical tool tip was precisely measured by
a digital microscope as value of S, and the fiber tip to tissue
distance d can be accurately ranged by the CP-LCI sensor via an
automatic edge-searching algorithm.5, 6 Therefore, the incision
depth will be determined as H = S − d . To accurately reach
a desired value of d, which we later label as D, a high-speed
piezoelectric linear micromotor was used for the axial actuation,
as presented in Fig. 1(b), the internal surgical needle shaft was
mounted onto the motor shaft. A closed-loop control is therefore
formed between the CP-LCI sensor and the linear micromotor.
Figure 1(c) presents a CP-LCI integrated microdissector made
from a stainless steel tube, imaged under a digital microscope.
The tool was packaged in a 15 mm-diameter plastic tube which
acts as the tool handle, as shown in Fig. 1(d).
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic for CP-LCI guided microincision. S, distance be-
tween fiber sensor tip and microdissector tip; d, distance from fiber
sensor tip to target tissue surface; H, microincision depth. (b) Design of
the free hand-holding tool, IN: inner needle for surgical tool mounting;
ON: outer needle for protection and alignment; ST: surgical tip; PM:
piezoelectric micromotor; MC: micromotor cord; SMF: single mode
fiber. (c) A CP-LCI integrated microdissector made from a hypodermic
needle. (d) A prototype of the handheld tool.

3 System Configuration
The overall system configuration is schematically shown in
Fig. 2, which consists of three major sections: 1. The CP-
LCI system; 2. the handheld tool system; 3. the motor control
system.

In the CP-LCI system section, a 12-bit, 2048 pixel CCD line-
scan camera (e2v, EM4, USA) with a camera link interface was
used as the detector of the homebuilt spectrometer. A superlu-
minescent light emitting diode (SLED) source with the center
wavelength of 845 nm and bandwidth of 105 nm worked as the
light source, which gave an experimentally measured axial reso-
lution of 3.6 μm in the air. The minimum line period was camera-
limited to 14.2 μs, corresponding to a maximum line rate of 70 k
A-scan/s. The spectrum data acquired by the camera is trans-
ferred to the computer through a frame grabber (National Instru-
ments, PCI-E 1429), with multiple A-scans within one frame.
As shown in the following experiment, only one A-scan of each
frame is processed and used for tracking, therefore the tracking
rate during the operation is eventually determined by the frame
rate, which is less than the maximum line rate. In the common-
path interferometer configuration, a 50/50 coupler was used and
only one branch on the output worked as the common light guide
for both the sample and reference signals.

SLED  source
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Motor 
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Handheld 
Tool
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L1G
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Signal Control

Fig. 2 System schematic. CCD, CCD line scan camera; G, grating; L1,
L2 achromatic lenses.

In the handheld tool section, a 90◦ cleaved single-mode fiber
(5.6 /125 μm Core/Clad diameter) served as a CP-LCI sensor. A
25-gauge stainless steel needle was modified to a microdissector.
The reference signal came from the Fresnel reflection at the fiber
probe end. A piezoelectric linear micromotor (LEGS-L01S-11,
PiezoMotor AB, Sweden) was used to drive the inner needle
mounted onto the motor shaft. This linear micromotor has a
35 mm travel range, 20 mm/s maximum speed, better than 1 μm
resolution, and a 10 N maximum driving force.

A quad-core Dell T7500 workstation was used to host the
frame grabber for the CCD camera, motor controller, and to
perform both real-time signal processing and closed-loop con-
trol. The system control software is written in a hybrid archi-
tecture combining LABVIEW and self-developed dynamic-link
libraries in C ++ . In the following tests, the CCD camera was
running at 500 frames/s, corresponding to the tracking rate of
500 Hz with 2 ms interval.

Figure 3 shows the control flowchart and speed control curve
of the system. A closed-loop control is formed by the CP-LCI
sensor and micromotor. The raw spectrum is first remapped
from the λ domain to the k domain, and then processed by fast
Fourier transform to get the corresponding A-scan profile (here
for simplicity, only the first A-scan of each frame is processed).
Then, the edge searching algorithm is applied to the A-scan
signal to determine the actual CP-LCI probe-to-target distance
d. Here, d needs to be divided by the refraction index n of the
media, which may exist between the fiber tip and surgical target.
A speed control curve is applied in the algorithm, where V (|e|)
is the percentage of the motors maximum speed, e is the error
between d (the actual distance), and D (the desired distance). As
shown in Fig. 3(a), the motor slows down with the decrease of
|e| to minimize the tracking overshooting and oscillation in the
control loop.
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Fig. 3 (a) System control flowchart; (b) speed control curve.

4 Motion Compensation Test
First, we performed the surface tracking and motion compen-
sation tests to evaluate the time response and spatial resolution.
The surgical tool tip was pointed perpendicular to a target sur-
face, which moved back and forth from the initial position. The
tool tip sensed the motion and adjusted the tool tip position to
keep a constant distance D = 1120 μm, and the value of e was
recorded as a function of time. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the benefit
of the compensation is apparent when comparing the error be-
tween “Compensation off” mode and “Compensation on” mode.
Figure 4(b) shows the zoomed-in view of the error-time curve
at Compensation on mode shown in Fig. 4(a). The compensa-
tion error is less than ± 5 μm, which agrees well with the axial
resolution of CP-LCI.

5 Precise Incision Test
To show that these tools will actually enhance the free-hand
microincision accuracy, using phantoms fabricated from In-
tralipid, we performed surgical incisions with intended depth of
100 μm with and without the CP-LCI guidance. The Intralipid
was originally 20% concentration and semi-dried to simulate
the real tissue. To view and measure the incision depth rela-
tive to the phantom surface, we took 3D (three-dimensional)
volumetric OCT images of the incision sites using our high
speed OCT system.12 The image volume is 1000(X) ×150(Y)
×512(Z) voxels. Figures 5(a) and 5(e) show the en face projec-
tions of the incision region. The blue (left) and red (right) lines
in Fig. 5(a) and 5(e) indicate the cross-sectional imaging traces
of the top edge and bottom of the incisions (color online). As
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Fig. 4 Results for motion compensation.

shown in Figs. 5(d) and 5(h), the incision with surface track-
ing and compensation has a constant incision depth of about
100 μm, while the free-hand incision has irregular depth, rang-
ing from ∼80 to ∼250 μm.

6 Discussion
As described in Sec. 4, for the current motion compensation
protocol, only the first A-scan of each frame is processed and
used for tracking. Consequently, even though a speed control
curve is applied, a tiny oscillation ( ± 2 μm) still exists during
the unidirectional traveling of the target, and drastic phase er-
ror (about 10 μm) happens when the target motion direction
changes. A potential solution is to process all A-scans within
one frame, and then apply a predictive filter to follow the motion
trace of the target, and the tracking error, especially the phase
error, could be potentially reduced. The GPU-based accelera-
tion method12, 13 could be utilized to implement the real-time
processing of the huge amount of raw OCT spectrum data as
well as edge searching.

In the real surgical environment, the desired incision depth
H (and hence desired fiber tip to tissue distance D) could be
determined in real-time and automatically by ultrahigh speed
OCT imaging and analysis of the surgical target’s microstruc-
tures, for example, using segmentation algorithm to figure out
the thickness of certain retina layers.14, 15 As a very promis-
ing future direction, the handheld smart microdissector system
can be used in combination with our recently developed real-
time four-dimensional full-range FD-OCT system,16 where the
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Fig. 5 CP-LCI guided micro-incision: (a) En face projection image of
the incision region; (b) B-scan along the red trace (right line) in (a),
bottom of incision; (c) B-scan along the blue trace (left line) in (a),
top of incision; (d) combination of (b) and (c). The free-hand micro-
incision situation is performed as (e) and (f), corresponding to (a) and
(b), respectively. The green arrows on (a) and (e) indicate the incision
direction. (Color online only.)

comprehensive information of surgical tool location and target
microstructure can be obtained through high speed GPU pro-
cessing and feed back to control the incision depth.

7 Conclusion
In this work, a CP-LCI guided handheld microsurgical incision is
demonstrated and studied. The method is capable of tracking the
tissue surface and capable of compensating a typical surgeon’s
hand-tremor in real-time with micrometer-level precision. Using
a phantom model, the quality of the incision is evaluated using
3D OCT, and the results using the surface tracking and motion

compensation tool show significant improvement compared to
the results using free-hand incision. Such a “smart surgical tool
approach” could have broad applications in a wide range of mi-
crosurgical procedures to improve surgical accuracy and safety.
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